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	In May 2011, Google held its annual developer conference, the Google IO, to present its newest

	technologies to approximately 5,000 attendees. In addition to improvements in its already well-known

	technologies such as the Google APIs or the core search technology, Google placed the focus on two

	major themes: Chrome and Android. As always, the newest advances in the Android Platform were

	presented and discussed, but what Google announced a bit later in the Android keynote was a bit of a

	surprise: Google’s first standard for Android devices to communicate with external hardware. The

	Android Open Accessory Standard and the Accessory Development Kit (ADK) will be the key for

	communicating with hardware and building external accessories for Android devices. To encourage

	development, Google handed out ADK hardware packages to interested attendees and showed some

	examples of ADK projects, such as a treadmill which transmitted data to a connected Android device and

	a huge tilt labyrinth, which could be controlled with an Android device. Shortly after the event, the first

	DIY projects surfaced which already showed the great potential of the ADK.





	Since I couldn’t attend the event, I had no chance to get my hands on one of those kits; at the time,

	there was only one distributor for the Google ADK boards and this distributor wasn’t prepared for such a

	big demand. That didn’t stop me from building an alternative myself and from experiencing the joy of

	this new field in Android development. Over time, many more distributors have produced derivatives of

	the original Google ADK boards, which are, for the most part, cheaper and only provide the basics to get

	you started hacking your project together.





	You probably just want to dive right in, but first you should learn about the specifics of the ADK and

	set up your development environment. You wouldn’t build a house before you knew how to do it or

	without having the proper tools, would you?
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Statistical Analysis with Excel For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Create graphs, develop estimates, and apply probability
Get the scoop on all of Excel's statistical tools and what they can do for you      

If "permutation" sounds like something you shouldn't say around your grandmother and you read "margin of error" as "margin of terror," take heart! This easy-to-follow...
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Google Search and Tools in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
These days, nobody really wants to learn everything there is about a product like Google Tools. And even if you did, who has the time to endlessly tinker and play with it until you figure everything out? You just want a book that will quickly show you how to do things with Google Tools, like perform power searches, find pictures...
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Real World Software Configuration ManagementApress, 2003

	Designed for use Visual Studio .NET/6.0, Visual SourceSafe 6.0c, and CVS 1.11, Real World Software Configuration Management provides an extensive overview on software configuration and development, accompanied by numerous real-world examples with lots of working code. While other books may spend a lot of time on software configuration...
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Signal Transduction Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2011

	It is increasingly clear that signal transduction is a highly organized and integrated process.  Divided into two convenient sections, Signal Transduction Protocols, Third Edition focuses on experimental approaches to better understand the complexity of signal transduction.  Introductory chapters provide perspective on...
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Photographic and Descriptive Musculoskeletal Atlas of Chimpanzees: With Notes on the Attachments, Variations, Innervation, Function and Synonymy and Weight of the MusclesCRC Press, 2013

	Chimpanzees, including common chimpanzees and bonobos, are our closest living relatives. This book, which is the first photographic and descriptive musculoskeletal atlas of the genus Pan, adopts the same format as the photographic atlases of Gorilla and Hylobates previously published by the same authors. These three books...
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The Fast Forward MBA in Project Management (Portable Mba Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	PProject management has hung on long past the “new management

	fad” stage. When the first edition of this book came out in 1999, project

	management was riding a rocket of popularity. Nine years later the

	discipline continues to add disciples in new fields such as health care

	and nonprofit aid organizations. While the...
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